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Abstract: Class room lighting controlling isn't a brand new subject there are lots of similar researches both at home and in abroad.
Based on the information in the current perspective, there's still not really a perfect solution. Introduces the most popular been around
problem that lights operate in class room with nobody, evaluates several traditional solutions as well as their deficiencies, then puts
forward the power-saving system for class room according to campus card. The work is dependent on the Campus Card System, that is
mature and it has been broadly used, in conjunction with Ethernet, RF wireless communications technology, along with the growth and
development of PC software for database management along with other procedures, to attain an entire class room economical system.
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1. Introduction
Most schools, especiall1y schools, there's a ubiquitous
phenomenon the room is vibrantly lit throughout the day
even though the daylight is nice, meanwhile there's another
similar situation that individuals leave class room using the
lights still on. Lamps lit uselessly before the duty to show
off once the building ought to be closed based on the school
rules, which consequently results in a great waste of one's.
This "Lit waste" problem fixing, daytime lighting problem
fixing, is comparatively simple, the present domestic and
worldwide research bottleneck is how you can identify
precisely whether there's someone within the class room
using the cheapest cost. With the introduction of Internet
technology, all number of campus essentially, campus card
product is greatly convenient for instructors and students,
the college staff focus on their study and existence
management. According to this platform, it may be easily
extended for other functions, for example security
monitoring, economical etc. This essay combines with
campus card system and network technology, and is
applicable in class room lighting control to create a smart
class room energy-saving system. The conferences
symbolized, the "daytime light" issue has numerous easy
and effective solutions, but there've continued to be two
problems, the first is that how you can identify whether you
will find someone within the class room, these guys a
person’s-position planning recognition. Within this retrieval
of literatures, human recognition techniques mainly include
image processing method, a pyroelectric recognition
method.

2. Methodology
Integrated data consulted, the present class room lighting
control system has got the problems including complicate
switching operation between automatic control and also the
manual control, and to some degree, the program itself
cannot solve the issue of "lighting waste" well. Image
processing method includes dynamic and static techniques.
Body recognition formula is complex and occasional
precision, and it has unhealthy adaptability of defects around

the intensity recognition, inaccurate recognition and
sophisticated implementation plan because pyroelectric
recognition method are only able to identify the movement
of the body, once the instructors and students within the
class room still read a magazine or learning, which can't be
properly detected, and it is recognition range is restricted. A
sizable class room ought to be arranged greater than a dozen
or perhaps a large number of sensors to pay for, which in
turn causes expensive, complex wire positioning, low
recognition precision along with other issues. System
includes information centre, base station, and sub control
nodes. The Data Centre accounts for the treating of the data
in cards of scholars and staff. It may also update the
information and transmit towards the base station with the
network. The sub base stations have the effect of update
from the information in the information centre, and send to
every classroom -- its controls control nodes, each control
node open or close the actual switch from the lights in class
room based on whether or not this detects a effective card
and also the preinstall plan. Information Centre accounts for
the campus card information management, simultaneously,
the data could be up-to-date to every base station with the
communication systems (the the bottom station training
structures. Sub base stations update the information and
transmit to every control node with the wireless
communication. Using wireless communications mainly
take into account that the space within the same teaching
structures distance is restricted, and also the wireless
communication mode can make sure the effective
transmission of information. Additionally, its positioning is
flexible, which could minimize the wires renovation in every
class room and therefore lessen the cost. Information centre
and also the base station make use of the communication
network mode, mainly thinking about the teaching building
distribution is comparatively spread, and also the distance is
lengthy, but generally each building has got the
communication connects directly associated with the data
centre, the apply of network communication mode can make
sure the longevity of transmission, may also take advantage
of the initial sources from the communication connects.
Structure of control nodes mainly contain the credit card
studying module, power module, microcontroller, voice
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module, an electrical switch, a radio module, sensor modules
etc. The credit card studying module can see the data in the
card on its top the sensor module can identify the brightness
from the atmosphere. It combined with clock module can
solve the "daytime lighting" problem. Micro controller
chooses the LM3S8962 which is dependent on the kernel of
ARM CORTEX-M3 of TI Company. Ethernet controller of
M3S8962 follows the IEEE802.3 specs, fully supporting the
factors of 10BASE-T and 100BASE-Texas that contains the
100BASE-Texas scrambler / descrambler, supporting the
entire purpose of self-settlement the protocol, employed in
multiple modes, and programming MAC address. The
wireless module is implemented by CC1101, which includes
a programmable software modem, supporting 2-FSK, GFSK
and MSK modulation format, the information transmission
rate from it as much as 500Kbps. Simultaneously, it features
a output of high end, its energy is targeted and it is signal
transmission is way. It improves the performance of adjacent
funnel power (ACP), increases the phenomenon of close
signal obstructing. This technique, which fits on 433MHz,
with strong penetrability and communication distance and so
forth, could be competent for that communication needs
between base stations and every segmented control point
inside the teaching building. The switch of lighting power
accounts for the frequent lowering and raising from the
lights entirely class room. Storage module can be used to
keep card information, and be sure once the communication
is abnormally, the microcontroller can continue to control
the light. The wireless module can be used and to offer the
data interaction using the base stations. Micro controller of
nodes is applicable STC12C5A series microcontroller, it's
the enhancement mode, that is cheap, effective, support
serial communication, download and debug-convenient. It
realizes system functions, in addition to, has got the best
cost. The voice module uses WT588D voice nick that is an
effective voice nick. It may frequently erase the
programmer, and support online download and serial
communication. Meanwhile it supports both PWM and DAC
output. The creation of DAC externally connect power
amplifier, and also seem quality is nice. This technique
utilizes a serial port control, PWM output method. The
storage module uses FM25VN10 ferroelectric memory that
has our prime read and creates speed, data-power-offprotection function, meeting the needs of functions. The
sensor module includes brightness recognition and human
recognition, which is often used along with energy-saving
control.

3. An Overview of Proposed System
Class room lighting control power is controlled by whether
there's a card or otherwise, and realizes the part that
whenever you will find people along with the card within
the rooms, the sunshine is going to be on, on the other hand,
the sunshine is going to be off. Through this type of means,
the current "lighting waste" issue will be effectively solved.
Additionally, it may reduce energy waste, improve all of the
electricity saving awareness, and lower the power use of the
college. Structure of base station, mainly made up of an
energy supply module, a micro controller, wireless module.
The chosen micro controller with network module can
realize the data transmission between Ethernet
communication and knowledge Centre. And also the
wireless module can be used for interacting data and
controlling nodes. Since the data communication between
information centre and every base station is small, and goes
towards the campus network, the communication is stable
and reliable, so using UDP network communication protocol
is comparatively easy to realize, has high quality on
communication, and meets the need for the machine. Card
information within the Information Centre is maintained
through the original card system. This technique have been
in the Visual Studio atmosphere and evolves experience
running application, once the card information updates (for
example freshmen registration, senior students departing
school etc.), it reads the up-to-date information. Control
nodes are set up in every class room, and choose the outlet
or closing from the master class room lighting on / off
switch by discovering whether there's a effective card
insertion mixing control default plan. Once the card holder
makes its way into in to the class room throughout the
permitted period of time, his card ought to be placed in to
the card readers. Control nodes will browse the card
information, to find out whether it's effective. If it's
effective, class room on / off switch is going to be open,
otherwise the ability switch won't dispose. The data is going
to be up-to-date towards the sub base stations training
building online, sub base stations then transit information by
RF communication mode increase to every class room
control nodes. Software of knowledge centre mainly
associated with database being able to access. Once the card
is taken away the voice prompt is going to be created,
reminding others ongoing card operation. If there's no card
renewal, class room power will instantly shut lower
following a couple of minutes. Mean while, the control
nodes can determine the timeframe from the lighting and
lighting conditions based on the configurations of primary
control centre. System controls the actual class room power
off and on by discovering the existence of the credit card,
and effectively solves this issue.

Figure: An overview of communication
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Figure: An overview of communication among classroom
buiding and controller.

4. Conclusion
The work is dependent on the Campus Card System, that is
mature and it has been broadly used, in conjunction with
Ethernet, RF wireless communications technology, along
with the growth and development of PC software for
database management along with other procedures, to attain
an entire class room economical system. Making on Ethernet
and wireless communication technology, it may towards the
maximum extent reduce the price of system installation and
maintenance. The machine has been around several
laboratory tests, its effect is fairly good. It cannot only be
relevant to the range of schools, but is also put on all sorts of
businesses and institutions and also the industrial facilities.
This technique is characterised by simple-use and
occasional-cost renovation. It features a high popularization
value in energy conservation and emission reduction. The
machine doesn't make use of the plan pointed out in lots of
references that mainly relies on your body recognition, and
also the brightness recognition, but simply regard them
being an auxiliary method, fixing the inaccurate
identification, control the scintillation along with other
situations.
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